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Introduction
Jahai, a language belonging to the Northern Aslian subgroup of the Aslian branch of Austroasiatic, is spoken by a community of approximately one thousand individuals in remote parts of Perak and Kelantan, Peninsular Malaysia, and reportedly also by a small community in the adjacent part of southernmost Thailand. Jahai speakers have long been in frequent contact with speakers of neighbouring languages, notably Temiar, a Central Aslian language, and Malay, the Austronesian majority language. Malay in particular has been an important source of borrowing, and a considerable portion of the Jahai vocabulary is of Malay origin. The present article describes the phonological changes that these words undergo when borrowed into Jahai.

Previous research
It has been customary in the field of Aslian linguistic research to comment on the phonological nature of Malay loanwords. For instance, see Benjamin 1976b:147-52 for Temiar; Diffloth 1976b:112 for Jah Hut; Bauer 1991:313 for Trang Kensiw; Bishop 1996:234-35 for Yala Kensiw; and Kruspe 1999:41-45 for Semelai. A short summary is also presented by Matisoff (to appear). Focal points of interest include e.g. the presence of intervocalic /h/, the closure of open syllables by means of glottal /h/ or /ʔ/, the realisation of the trill /t/ and the deletion of voiced stops in intervocalic clusters where such stops are preceded by their homorganic nasal.

Some features are considered to be retentions of historic or dialectal/colloquial Malay forms not found in present-day Standard Malay, others are viewed as Aslian innovations. An interesting example of the latter is provided by Benjamin 1976b:147-52, who describes a pattern of consonantal...

---

1 The collection of the field data on which the present study is based was carried out with the aid of grants from Crafoordska Stiftelsen, Kungl. Humanistiska Vetenskapssamfundet, Fil. dr. Uno Otterstedts fond, and Birgit och Gad Rausings Stiftelse för Humanistiskt Forskning.
substitution in Malay words borrowed into Temiar, which he suggests is the result of a deliberate special phonological treatment of loans.

For Malay loan rates in all Aslian languages, see Benjamin 1976a:73; in press. For a full description of Jahai phonology, see Burenhult 2000, and for a reasonably complete list of references related to Aslian linguistics in general, see Burenhult 1999.

Evidence of lexical borrowing in Jahai
The present study is based on a rhyming-list containing 1,360 lexical items collected among speakers of the To’ variety of Jahai in Kampung Sungai Banun, in the Hulu Perak district of Perak, Peninsular Malaysia, during the period 1998-2000. About one-fifth of these can be shown to be Malay loanwords, although such words are consistently integrated into the indigenous phonological system. The Malay loans probably represent several different strata and have been borrowed at different times in history. Many of them denote foreign phenomena which have been introduced into the Jahai community from outside, such as /krith/ from kereta ‘car’, /kamins/ from kambing ‘goat’, and /juwal/ from jual ‘to sell’. Others represent more basic vocabulary, e.g. /batu/ from batu ‘stone’, /gajah/ from gajah ‘elephant’, and /kucen/ from kucing ‘cat’.

A number of words can be tentatively identified as loans from Temiar, a Central Aslian neighbour. There is also a category of words which may have been borrowed historically from a different Austronesian (non-Malay) source. Examples of such words include /kbis/ ‘to die’ and /bgiw/ ‘wind’.

Furthermore, a rather large number of English words has entered the Jahai vocabulary. Some of these have been borrowed via Malay, but many may have been borrowed directly from British troops stationed in the area during the Communist Emergency. These words typically include military terminology such as /grinet/ ‘grenade’, /bubiti trep/ ‘booby-trap’, /pos/ ‘post’, and /trinen/ ‘training’.

Jahai phonology: an overview
This section contains a brief summary of the phonological features of Jahai. For a full treatment, the reader is referred to Burenhult 2000.

2I am grateful to Geoffrey Benjamin for bringing these examples to my attention.
**Phonemic inventory**

The vowel system is of a rather typical Aslian type, distinguishing three degrees of height for the front, central and back positions. Oral vowels contrast with a slightly reduced set of phonemically nasal equivalents (see Table 1). Neither vowel length nor diphthongisation has phonemic significance.

**Table 1. Vowel phonemes in Jahai.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ORAL</th>
<th></th>
<th>NASAL</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Front</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>Back</td>
<td>Front</td>
<td>Central</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>ĩ</td>
<td>ā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>ə</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>ɛ</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The consonant system, involving 20 phonemes, is also typically Aslian, with five places of articulation for stops (bilabial, alveolar, palatal, velar and glottal), four for nasals (bilabial, alveolar, palatal and velar), three for fricatives (bilabial, palatal and glottal), and two for approximants (bilabial and palatal). There is also a trill and a lateral, both alveolar. All stops except the voiceless glottal display a voiced/voiceless distinction. For easy transcription, the voiceless palatal fricative is symbolised by /s/ although its characteristics are clearly palatal. The unusual voiceless bilabial fricative, only found in syllable-final position, is unique to the Northern Aslian group (see Table 2).

**Table 2. Consonant phonemes in Jahai.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Bilabial</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plosive</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative</td>
<td>ʃ</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximant</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td>j</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Allophonic variation of particular interest includes: (1) the common presence of ‘preploded’ nasals in word-final position, i.e. word-final nasal consonants which are initiated by a characteristic voiced plosive-like onset [-bm, -dn, -ŋn, -ŋŋ], typically following a non-nasal vowel; (2) the unreleased character of syllable-final stops [-p’, -t’, -c’, -k’].
Word and syllable structure

Roots may be monosyllabic, sesquisyllabic, disyllabic or, occasionally, trisyllabic. Monosyllabic roots always display the canonic structure CVC, e.g. [cɛep]/cep/ ‘to catch’. Sesquisyllabic roots are phonetically disyllabic, but the vowel of the initial, open syllable is strictly epenthetic and predictable and is omitted in phonemic transcriptions: C.CVC, e.g. [kɔnɛic’]/k.ne/c/ ‘comb’.³ Truly disyllabic words have either an open initial syllable with a non-predictable vowel, usually /a/, or a closed initial syllable, the vowel of which may be either predictable or non-predictable: CV.CVC, e.g. [ka.wip’]/ka.wip/ ‘sun bear’; CC.CVC, e.g. [təmkal]/tm.kal/ ‘male’; or CVC.CVC, e.g. [kal.tɔŋ]/kal.tɔŋ/ ‘knee’.

Trisyllabic roots are commonly Malay borrowings, although some are presumably indigenous, e.g. [kuruhuK]/ku.ru.huj/ ‘(a type of owl)’. However, trisyllabic derivatives of indigenous sesqui- and disyllabic roots are very common.

Word-final syllables are always closed, whereas pre-final syllables may be open or closed but always have a consonant as onset, meaning that words always begin and end with a consonant.

Stress patterns

Jahai has non-contrastive stress that falls invariably on the last syllable of a word, and there is no secondary stress.

Types of phonological change

As indicated earlier, words borrowed from Malay and other sources appear to become fully adapted to the indigenous phonological system. There is no sign, for instance, of the type of special treatment of loans described by Benjamin 1976b:147-52 for Temiar, or of any retentions of Malay features foreign to Jahai. Indeed, Jahai phonological features even pervade the Malay spoken by many Jahai as a second language. However, as pointed out by Kruspe 1999:41 for Semelai, it is sometimes difficult to establish whether Malay loanwords that do not conform to the phonology of Standard Malay involve indigenous adjustment or colloquial/archaic features already present in the Malay dialect from which they were borrowed. No systematic comparison has been made

³The term ‘sesquisyllable’ was coined by Matisoff (1973:86) and literally means ‘one-and-a-half syllable’. Most writers on Aslian (including Diffloth 1976a; Matisoff, to appear; and Kruspe 1999) prefer to exclude the epenthetic vowel from phonemic transcriptions, and this is also the orthography employed here. For reasons of clarity and legibility, Benjamin 1976b:152-53 argues in favour of including it.
with the present-day Malay dialect spoken in Hulu Perak, and therefore no conclusions will be drawn about the origin of these unclear deviating patterns. Such features will be dealt with here on the basis of their divergence from Standard Malay. It is clear, however, that several patterns are indeed the result of indigenous innovation.

The phonological changes discussed have been organised below into four categories: phonetic adaptation, phonemic replacement, reorganisation of syllabic structure and relocation of stress.

**Phonetic adaptation**
The phonetic realisation of segments is usually very similar to that of Malay, but there are some clear examples of phonetic adaptation to indigenous realisation rules.

**Prepllosion of word-final nasals**. In Jahai, word-final nasal consonants preceded by an oral vowel are preploded, whereas those preceded by a vowel nasalised by a nasal syllable onset are not. This pattern is consistently applied to Malay loanwords, as shown by the following examples:

- \[\text{[tan\,m]} /\text{tan\,m}/ \text{from tanam} \quad \text{‘to plant’}\]
- \[\text{[tom\,n]} /\text{tom\,n}/ \text{from toman} \quad \text{‘snakehead’}\]
- \[\text{[kun\,\,n]} /\text{kun\,n}/ \text{from kuning} \quad \text{‘yellow’}\]
- \[\text{[\,a\,m]} /\text{jam}/ \text{from jam} \quad \text{‘hour’}\]
- \[\text{[ula\,n]} /\text{bulan}/ \text{from bulan} \quad \text{‘moon’}\]
- \[\text{[gadi\,\,n]} /\text{gad},n/ \text{from gading} \quad \text{‘elephant’s tusk’}\]

**Nasalisation of word-initials**. According to a regular Jahai pattern, the voiced bilabial stop /\text{b}/ becomes nasalised [\text{m}] word-initially if the following consonant is nasal: [\text{m\,nte\,n]} /\text{binte\,n}/ from Malay \text{bintang} ‘star’, [\text{m\,nata\,n]} /\text{binata\,n}/ from Malay \text{binatang} ‘animal’. This process occasionally results in ambiguous forms, as in the case of [\text{m\,n\,n}\,\,n}], which is phonemically either /\text{mn\,n}/ ‘to win’ (from Malay \text{menang}) or /\text{bn\,n}/ ‘thread’ (from Malay \text{benang}).

**Palatalisation of /\text{s}/**. The voiceless alveolar fricative of Malay is usually realised as the palatalised equivalent typical of Jahai.

**Phonemic replacement**
Many loanwords contain examples of often systematic replacement of certain phonemes. Only the most conspicuous processes will be described here.
Substitution of final syllable /a/. Final syllable /a/ in Standard Malay is in Jahai often replaced by other vowel phonemes. These varied substitutions possibly reflect different stages and sources of borrowing. The most common substitute is /ɛ/:

/ˈrɪŋɛt/ from ingat ‘to remember’
/ˈbuŋɛʔ/ from bunga ‘flower’
/ˈtanɛm/ from tanam ‘to plant’
/ˈpɛɡɛʔ/ from pegang ‘to hold’
/ˈbɪlɛŋ/ from bilang ‘to count’
/ˈtaŋɛl/ from tanggal ‘to fall’
/ˈlɑntɛj/ from lantai ‘floor’

Sometimes /a/ is replaced by /ɜ:/:

/ˈtmpêt/ from tempat ‘place’
/ˈɡʊlɜ/ from gula ‘sugar’
/ˈkatɑm/ from katam ‘to cut’
/ˈhɑntɛɾ/ from hantar ‘to send’

In yet other cases it is replaced by /ɔ/. This substitution is consistent before word-final /w/ as part of a reinterpretation of the word-final vowel sequence au in Malay. It is not phonotactically determined, however, as the word-final sequence [-aw] is allowed in Jahai, e.g. in /ˈbukaw/ ‘flower’ and /ˈblaw/ ‘blowpipe’.

/kɑpɔ:/ from kapak ‘axe’
/lɑpɔ:/ from lepas ‘after’
/kɛrboʊ/ from kerbau ‘buffalo’
/hɪjɔː/ from hijau ‘green’
/pulɔw/ from pulau ‘island’
/gurɔw/ from gurau ‘to jest’

However, there are also numerous examples of Malay loanwords in which final syllable /a/ has been retained:

/ˈtiŋkɑp/ from tingkap ‘window’
/ˈkɪlɑt/ from kilat ‘lightning’
/ˈbɑdɑʔ/ from badak ‘Sumatran rhinoceros’
/ˈbrɑs/ from beras ‘husked rice’
/ˈɡɑjɑh/ from gajah ‘elephant’
/ˈpɑpɑn/ from papan ‘plank’

Word-final glottal stop. In Malay, the glottal stop [ʔ] is an allophone of the voiceless velar stop /k/, typically in word-final position. In Jahai, however, the glottal stop has full phonemic status and contrasts with /k/ word-finally: /tek/
‘to sleep’, /teʔ/ ‘soil’. The final /k/ in Malay is therefore consistently reinterpreted as phonemic /ʔ/ in loanwords:

/ʔiteʔ/ from itik ‘duck’
/taseʔ/ from tasik ‘lake’
/badaʔ/ from badak ‘Sumatran rhinoceros’
/sjuʔ/ from sejuk ‘cold’
/loboʔ/ from lobok ‘pool’
/kapOʔ/ from kapak ‘axe’

Voiceless labio-dental fricative. Standard Malay has a rather rare voiceless labio-dental fricative phoneme /f/ of Arabic origin. In Jahai, this is consistently represented by the voiceless bilabial stop /p/ in all positions. Most probably, this pattern of replacement has been taken over from the local Malay dialect.

/maʔap/ from maaf ‘pardon’
/paham/ from faham ‘to understand’
/pikir/ from fikir ‘to think’

Reorganisation of syllabic structure
Malay forms that do not conform to the syllabic structure of Jahai are modified in different ways so that they fit the indigenous system. Such modifications include the closure of certain syllables, the reinterpretation of vowel sequences, and the deletion of voiced stops in some positions.

Closure of syllables. Syllables in Jahai require a consonant onset, and word-final syllables are always closed by a consonant coda, implying that words always begin and end with a consonant. Malay words beginning with a vowel receive an initial consonant onset in the form of glottal /h/ or /ʔ/:

/hobiʔ/ from ubi ‘tuber’
/hajam/ from ayam ‘poultry’
/h nắng/ from enggang ‘rhinoceros hornbill’
/?anjet/ from angkit ‘to take’
/?asyn/ from asing ‘different’

Similarly, words ending with a vowel receive a glottal final coda in Jahai, usually /ʔ/ and occasionally /h/:

/nasiʔ/ from nasi ‘cooked rice’
/limeʔ/ from lima ‘five’
/lataʔ/ from lata ‘waterfall’
/kritʔ/ from kereta ‘car’
/punhuluʔ/ from penghulu ‘headman’
Both of these processes of syllable closure may have been present in the variety of Malay from which the words were borrowed.

The final consonant requirement is also enforced on Malay words displaying the word-final vowel sequences -au and -ai, in which the offglides are reinterpreted as approximant consonants /w/ and /j/ respectively:

- /haləw/ from halau ‘to scare’
- /puləw/ from pulau ‘island’
- /lantej/ from lantai ‘floor’

**Reinterpretation of word-medial vowel sequences.** Intervocalic /h/ in Malay loanwords has been described for other Aslian languages (see e.g. Kruspe 1999:42; Bauer 1991:313; Diffloth 1976b:112; Matisoff, to appear) and is considered to reflect borrowing and retention of dialectal/archaic Malay forms not found in present-day Standard Malay (compare dialectal/archaic *tihang* and standard *tiang* ‘house pole’). This retention is in keeping with the syllable structure of Jahai in that sequences of vowels are not allowed and that the retained /h/ forms the obligatory consonantal onset of the final syllable. It is surely also motivated by stress, which in Jahai is always on the final syllable. However, Jahai has only sporadic examples of this phenomenon, e.g. /tu.ha/ ‘to ripen’ (cf. *tua*), /p.ra.hu/ ‘boat’ (cf. *prau*). Instead, vowel sequences of Malay words are much more likely to be broken up by the approximant consonants /w/ and /j/, as in the following examples:

- /ku.wat/ from kuat ‘strong’
- /la.wot/ from laut ‘sea’
- /du.wa?/ from dua ‘two’
- /ba.wuN/ from baung ‘a type of catfish’
- /la.jin/ from lain ‘other’
- /ci.juN/ from tiung ‘mynah’
- /ka.jil/ from kail ‘to fish’

Again, the inserted consonant occupies the final syllable onset position and thereby splits up the two vowels of the original vowel sequence between different syllables, in order to bring the word into conformity with Jahai word structure and stress patterns. This process appears to be productive and is likely to be a case of indigenous adaptation rather than borrowing from local Malay dialects.

**Deletion of voiced stops.** In Jahai, clusters of nasal consonant and its homorganic voiced stop are very rare. When Malay words containing such clusters are borrowed into Jahai, the voiced stop is invariably deleted as a
result of assimilation. The nasal, originally in pre-final coda position, is thereby transformed into being the onset of the following syllable. A very similar pattern of assimilation occurs in Semelai (Kruspe 1999:42-43).

\[
\begin{align*}
/l.m\text{u}/ & \quad \text{from} \quad \text{lembu} \quad \text{‘cattle’} \\
/t.m\text{a.k}\text{\textos} & \quad \text{from} \quad \text{tembakau} \quad \text{‘tobacco’} \\
/r.n\text{\textah} & \quad \text{from} \quad \text{rendah} \quad \text{‘low’} \\
/ba.n\text{\textih} & \quad \text{from} \quad \text{Banding} \quad \text{‘(place-name)’} \\
/j\text{\texta.n}\text{\textut} & \quad \text{from} \quad \text{janggut} \quad \text{‘beard’} \\
/h.\text{\texta.n}\text{\textah} & \quad \text{from} \quad \text{enggang} \quad \text{‘rhinoceros hornbill’}
\end{align*}
\]

Relocation of stress
Malay loanwords receive the final syllable stress characteristic of Jahai, rather than the penultimate syllable stress typical of Standard Malay: /\text{g}\text{a\textah}/ from ‘\text{gajah} ‘elephant’, /\text{b}\text{\textil}\text{\texten}/ from ‘\text{bilang} ‘to count’.

Summary
In many ways, Jahai behaves like other Aslian languages with respect to the phonological treatment of Malay loanwords. Patterns of phonetic adaptation, phonemic replacement, reorganisation of syllabic structure and relocation of stress bear witness to extensive adaptation of foreign elements to the indigenous phonological system.
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